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1. Introduction
Demo4Green is a project cofinanced by EIT Manufacturing aiming at
spreading the demonstration of technologies, that reduce the carbon
footprint of industry, in existing high-technology infrastructures of RIS
countries https://eit.europa.eu/our-activities/eit-regional-innovationscheme. Following the concept of "test before invest", Demo4Green will
first create a training module on how to implement a demonstrator in a
Teaching and Learning Factory (TLF), aimed at industrial and technological
companies as well as research teams. Then Demo4Green will select
demonstrators to be implemented in the consortium Teaching and
Learning Factories. Finally, Demo4Green will support technological
companies (SMEs and Start-ups) and entrepreneurs with coaching to help
RIS countries bring their green technologies to the market.
The following document contains information regarding the Frequently
Asked Questions, about open call, application form and Demo4Green
Project itself.
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2. FAQ
1. In order to apply is it necessary to register to the F6S platform?
Answer: Yes, it is mandatory to register to the F6S platform before
applying.
2. The platform F6S ask me to register a company before applying to
the application form, it is necessary?
Answer: Yes, it is necessary, without a startup/company registered
the application form is not accessible.
3. Once I try to register with my startup/company name the platform
say to me that there exist a startup/company with that name yet,
how I can proceed?
Answer: In this case someone in the past registered a startup/company with the same name, to solve this problem the
suggestion is to ask internally to your company if someone
registered to the F6S platform before and who did it, then if you
receive a positive answer ask anyone listed as a Co-Founder who is a
Page Admin to add you as follows:
a. The Co-Founder Admin should go to
https://www.f6s.com/nameofthecompany
b. Click ‘Edit’ in the bar below the Page's logo
c. Click ‘People’ on the left side
d. Click the ‘ + ‘ in ‘Add Co-Founder’ section
e. A box will appear where the Co-Founder Admin needs to type
your name and choose your F6S profile from the dropdown
menu
If instead there is no one internally who registered the
startup/company profile you can create a new Company page via the
'Add your' menu on the top right side of the page and proceed with
application.
4. Could a technology start-up created by a company and a
Demo4Green partner be a beneficiary of the call?
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Answer: No, the financial support is addressed to legal entity
external and independent from consortium partners.
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